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Abstract: Hybrid electric propulsion is a promising solution to reduce aircraft emissions, thus
improving the sustainability of the air transport. In this work, a hybrid aircraft configuration with a
rear-mounted boundary layer ingestion (BLI) engine has been investigated. The partial embedding
of the engine into the fuselage generates a distortion of the ingested inflow causing additional
tonal and broadband BLI noise sources, and, at the same time, alters the existing one, such as the
rotor–stator interaction noise (RSI). This work is focused on the tonal RSI noise modeling, with and
without the distortion generated by the BLI, and the far-field propagation including the acoustic
masking contribution due to the engine–fuselage integration. As the main result, this work shows
the contributions of BLI and the engine–aircraft integration on the RSI noise. Both effects should be
properly taken into account in the early aircraft design stage for an effective noise reduction even at
ground level.
Keywords: aeroacoustics; boundary layer ingestion; acoustic scattering; engine noise
1. Introduction
Environmental problems are becoming more and more evident in all human fields. In
the aerospace world, the rapid growth of air and urban traffic has prompted Government
commissions, the scientific community, and manufacturers to invest resources to reduce
the environmental impact of their systems. Electric propulsion has been recognized as one
of the most promising approaches for reducing emissions, such as noise and pollutants.
However, electrified transport configurations will bring forward novel issues. Innovative
aircraft configurations including alternative propulsion systems should be investigated
in order to achieve the 2050 goals established by the European Commission [1], that is,
among the others, of 65% (−15 EPNdB) for noise reduction [2]. In this context, all benefits
expected from electric propulsion require a close coupling of a detailed aircraft design
with a dedicated propulsion system. Electric propulsion enables innovative aircraft (A/C)
configurations, promoting overall performance advantages:
• Distributed Electric Propulsion (DEP), where electric engines are distributed along
the wing span, enhancing significantly the wing lift property.
• Boundary Layer Ingestion (BLI), where engines, thanks to their partial integration to
the fuselage, diminish the A/C drag.
More specifically, BLI propulsion systems aim at reducing the required propulsive
power compared to conventional tube-and-wing configurations [3]. For ducted fans, the
propulsive benefit is based on two possibilities: reducing the overall aircraft mass and
drag, due to the nacelle pylon removal and the lower wetted surface area, and reducing
the power dissipation in the flow field, by reducing the exhaust jet wasted kinetic energy
and filling-in the airframe wake velocity defect. However, the fuselage boundary layer
ingestion leads to the partial loss of the fan inflow axial uniformity, thus causing a strong
azimuthal variation of the fan blade loading with aerodynamic and aeroacoustic drawbacks.
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The interaction of the incoming boundary layer via the propulsion intake with fan rotor
(BLI-ducted fan configuration), in which a set of potential noise generation mechanisms
are the main concerns to explore at different flight conditions in relation to BLI-triggered
aerodynamic flow phenomena [4]. Moreover, propeller noise is also strongly affected by an
interaction of the propeller tip passing through any airframe boundary layer (BLI–propeller
configuration) [5].
In addition to working on the noise generation mechanisms, a proper engine–aircraft
integration and the design of unconventional configurations would play a critical role to
reduce the overall noise at airport thanks to the acoustic masking by the aircraft. Blended-
Wing-Body (BWB) configurations with engines mounted on the upper surface of the aft
center body represent a potential solution for improving the masking effects [6,7].
In the aforementioned framework, this work aims at assessing the noise generated at
ground level by a turboelectric aircraft with an aft boundary layer propulsor (Section 2)
through a comprehensive approach involving low and mid-fidelity Computational AeroA-
coustics (CAA) methods (Section 3). The paper shows the impact of the BL ingested on
the Rotor–Stator Interaction (RSI) noise when the fan stage is properly designed against a
distorted flow, mainly considering the influence of the engine–aircraft integration on the
noise propagation at ground level (Section 4).
2. BLI Aircraft Configuration Description
A single-aisle turboelectric aircraft with an aft boundary layer propulsor was con-
sidered as a possible concept configuration that takes advantage of engine ingestion of
fuselage boundary layer, see Figure 1. This vehicle configuration was used for typical
transonic transport flight, having a low wing with T-tail architecture [8]. The under wing
nacelles have been not considered. The wing has influence on the development of the
boundary layer along the fuselage, particularly when the angle of incidence changes. It
should be considered that the flow behavior in the rear part of the fuselage is affected by
the wing position, setting, and wing–fuselage fairing. The rear nacelle inlet ingests the
boundary layer coming from the vertical tail plane. The horizontal tail plane is far from
the BLI propulsor inlet, perhaps not affecting the boundary layer characteristics for the
present study.
Figure 1. Aircraft configuration geometry.
3. Aeroacoustic Model
The noise prediction at ground level of an aircraft configuration with aft boundary
layer propulsor requires the use of a comprehensive approach encompassing from the
noise source to the far-field propagation modeling. A comprehensive approach including
low- and mid-fidelity methods for the aeroacoustic assessment is hear-after described. The
approach consists of
• engine noise source and in-duct propagation models (Section 3.1),
• acoustic free-field and scattering models (Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2), and
• far-field environmental acoustic model (Section 3.2.3).
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3.1. Engine Acoustic Source Model
The modeling of the RSI noise and the impact of the inflow distortion on this noise
source is model-led and investigated, whereas, the modeling of the boundary layer interac-
tion noise is not a subject of the present study.
The engine acoustic source modeling can be subdivided into three successive steps: the
actual source modeling informed by computational fluid dynamics (CFD); the propagation
of the modal solution of the sound field to the engines inlet and outlet plane; and finally
the computation of all necessary physical quantities, which are required as boundary
conditions for the BEM solver, i.e., the reconstruction of the sound pressure and its normal
derivative based on the propagated modal solution.
3.1.1. Aerodynamic Excitation Modelling
The engine noise modeling has been performed by the tool PropNoise. The tool is a
DLR in-house code developed at DLR’s department of engine acoustics during the last
fourteen years [9]. The acoustic modules of the tool use an analytical theory utilizing
circumferential modes in frequency domain. Based on the known aerodynamic excitation,
PropNoise allows the prediction of several tonal and broadband engine noise sources, such
as self- or interaction noise. One of the most recent extensions of the code enable PropNoise
to account for boundary layer rotor interaction noise [10]. The aerodynamic excitation can
be estimated by the tool itself, using a mean-line approach or alternatively by aerodynamic
measurement or high-fidelity CFD-RANS computations.
In the present study, the RANS-informed operation mode of PropNoise, as shown in
Figure 2 (CFD-informed PropNoise), is used. This ensures a highly accurate prediction of
the RSI noise source and its underlying source mechanism. DLR’s flow solver TRACE [11]
was used to compute the turbulent flow within the turbomachinery. This step is given
by the box “3D RANS flow solution” in Figure 2. Here, the compressible Navier–Stokes
equations are solved in the relative system of the rotor and stator. This flow solver was
specifically developed for calculating the flow in turbomachinery applications. In a next
step, the mean and turbulent flow quantities, such as the rotor wakes, responsible for the
RSI noise mechanism, as well as geometrical parameters, such as leading and trailing edge
positions, are extracted (step “Extraction of flow and geometry” in Figure 2) and used
to reconstruct the aerodynamic excitation of RSI noise at the stator vane leading edges
(step “Reconstruction of aerodyn. excitation” in Figure 2). The process of extraction and
reconstruction is done according to Jaron [12].
Figure 2. PropNoise workflow for standalone and computational fluid dynamics (CFD)-informed modes.
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3.1.2. Acoustic RSI Noise Source Model
As mentioned, only the tonal RSI noise mechanism is considered in the present study.
The physical background of the mechanism is illustrated in Figure 3: due to wall adhesion,
a turbulent boundary layer is formed on the pressure and suction side of the rotor blade.
When passing the rotor blade trailing edge, these boundary layers merge and form a wake
shear flow, which propagates towards the stator vane leading edge. The mean velocity
deficit of the wake causes a periodic fluctuation of the inflow incidence angle at the stator
vane leading edge and therefore a periodic fluctuation of the lift force. This fluctuation
of the lift force results in tonal noise at the blade passing frequency (BPF) and its higher
harmonics. The focus on this noise source is justified by the fact that the rotor is operating
at subsonic conditions as shown in Table 1. Thus, no shock noise is generated. Other tonal
self-noise sources, such as steady drag, steady lift, and thickness noise, are cut-off for a
subsonic ducted rotor [13]. The turbulence, contained in the wakes, additionally excites
broadband noise at the stator vane leading edge. However, in the context of this work,
only the tonal RSI mechanism is considered. Note that the turbulent wakes are extracted
from the numerical simulation at the mixing plane. Using the assumption of stationary
and circumferential uniform rotor wakes, the propagation of the wakes towards the stator
leading edge is performed according to Jaron [12].
Ω
rotor blades stator vanes
rotor wakes
Figure 3. Illustration of Rotor–Stator Interaction (RSI) noise mechanism.
Table 1. Aerodynamic and engine conditions.
Variable Value
Mach flight 0.78
Mach rotor tip 0.60
Altitude 10,363.2 m
Engine Mass Flow 99.45 kg/s
Engine Rotational Speed 2500 RPM
Following Moreau [9], the modal amplitudes, consisting of the azimuthal and radial
mode orders m and n, of the tonal RSI noise are given by
A±mn = V
∫
gmn(ω) · R(ω) ·Ψ(ω) · ζ(ω̃) · exp(ikxxLE + imθLE) · drs (1)
In Equation (1), the parameter V denotes the stator vane count, gmn is the Green’s
function for an infinitely long annular channel, and kx the axial acoustic wave number.
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Note that the subscript LE denotes the stator vane leading edge position and the subscript
s the position of the source. This function is given by [9]











With the acoustic wave number in radial direction kr, radial position r, the Bessel
function of first and second kind Jm and Ym, the cut-on factor αmn, and the outer radius R
of the annular channel. Note that the quantity Qmn models the impact of the hub body and
is zero in case of its absence. The quantity Fmn is a normalization factor [9,12,14].
The termR = iknc in Equation (1) models the radiation efficiency of the sound source
from the blade surface. Note that kn is the acoustic wave number in normal direction to the
blade surface and c the chord length of the blade. For the acoustic modeling, all blades and
vanes are assumed to be flat plates [9].
The parameter Ψ(ω) models the dimensionless source distribution along the chord






hL(l) exp(−ikl l)dl, (3)
with the acoustic wave number in direction of the blade chord kl and hL(l) the non-
dimensional distribution of the blade loading along the chord with the maximum load at
the leading edge of the blade [9].




ρ0W20 CL(ω̃) exp(iφ0(rs, ω̃)). (4)
Figure 4 illustrates the used coordinate system for the acoustic model given by
Equations (1)–(4).
Note that ω̃ is the frequency occurring in the relative or rotating frame of reference, ρ0
the density of air, W0 the relative velocity at the stator vane, and CL(ω̃) the instationary lift
coefficient. For completeness, note that the phase term φ0(rs, ω̃) allows the modeling of a








Figure 4. Illustration of used coordinate system of the acoustic engine noise model.
3.1.3. Noise towards the Engines Inlet and Outlet Plane
The sound field, calculated in the form of a modal solution at the point of origin, has to
be propagated to the inlet and outlet planes of the engine. At these planes, the radiation of
the sound into the far-field takes place. In this process of propagation from the origin to the
inlet or outlet planes, the acoustic modes change their complex amplitude and propagation
capability as a function of the altering geometry and flow conditions.
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The propagation is computed according to Jaron [12] between the locations 1 and
2. Here, the assumption is made that the acoustic power for a mode pair (m,n) remains
constant as long as it remains cut-on, i.e., its cut-on factor αm,n is a real number. The new



























In Equation (5), the speed of sound is given by a0, k̃ is the free-field wave number, and
Mx is the axial Mach number. Note that the exponential term accounts for the propagation
of acoustic modes in a slowly varying duct. Equation (5) clarifies that the propagation only
accounts for a scaling of the modal pressure due to a change of the cross section under
the assumption of a constant modal power and a filtering of cut-on/cut-off modes. Note
that a scattering of power into different radial and circumferential mode orders during
propagation is not modeled. For more detail see Jaron [12].
3.1.4. Computation of Boundary Conditions
The coupling of the in-duct acoustic propagation model with the external one is
achieved through a dedicated boundary conditions written in terms of acoustic pressure
p(r, θ) and its normal derivative ∂p(r, θ)/∂n. Once the modal solution is known at the
engines inlet and outlet plane, the sound pressure field p(r, θ) and its normal derivative
∂p(r, θ)/∂n in frequency domain can be easily computed by Equation (6):










exp(ik±x x + imθ) (6)
As the normal vector points either in the x-direction (engine outlet plane) or against
the x-direction (engine inlet plane), the normal derivative of the sound pressure field is















exp(ik±x x + imθ)
(7)
It should be noted that Equations (6) and (7) have to be evaluated for x = 0, as the
modal amplitudes A±mn already include the effect of propagation from a location 1 (source)
to a location 2 (inlet/outlet plane) according to Equation (5).
3.2. Propagation Model
The aeroacoustics propagation model is based on the numerical solution of the acoustic
analogy equation proposed by J. Lighthill in 1952 [15,16], and more developed in the
succeeding works of Howe [17], Pierce [18], and Morris [19]. The frequency domain
counterpart of the aforementioned analogy equations leads to a convected Helmholtz
equation which results in an integral equation numerical handled with a Boundary Element
Method (BEM). The convected Helmholtz equation reads
52 h(x, xq)− (−ik + M · ∇)2h(x, xq) = q(xq) (8)
where h represents the acoustic pressure p or the scalar velocity potential ϕ, q the source
term, k = 2π/λ the wave number, and M = v/c is the Mach number of the fluid with
uniform velocity v. In the potential formulation, the acoustic pressure p reads
p(x) = ρc(ikϕ(x)−M · ∇ϕ(x)) (9)
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As extensively reported in several works [20–22], exploiting the free-field Green’s
















where x, xq, and xs are the position of the observer, the sources, and the points on the
surface S, respectively; C is a coefficient that depends on the location of the point x (it is
1 in the flow, 1/2 on the boundary surface and 0 inside the surface); and the functions
B1(x, xs) and B2(x, xs) are given by
B1(x, xs) = (2ikMng + [MnM− n] · ∇g +∇tg · [gMn Mtg])
B2(x, xs) = (1−M2n)g
(11)








, involves the direc-
tional derivatives and the Mach number components along the s and t directions lying in
the plane orthogonal to the normal unit vector defined positive pointing into the fluid, and
















V g(x, y)q(y, xq)dV(y) term of Equation (10) represents the incident field gener-
ated at an observer point, x, by a a generic source, q, located in xq. This can be reviewed
as a generic incident solution, hinc(x, xq), provided by an external solver. Assuming this
generalized incident field, the Equation (10) can be written as












that allows to solve a generalized scattering problem.
ACO-FAM is an ACOustic FAst Multipole code developed at CIRA’s department
of computational acoustics [24]. ACO-FAM implements the aforementioned integral
boundary element formulation for the solution of interior and exterior acoustic prob-
lems (radiation and scattering) and solves the inverse problem through a collocation
Boundary Element Method (BEM) accelerated with an Adaptive black-box Fast Multipole
approach (AbbFMM).
3.2.1. Free-Field Propagation Model
The Boundary Integral Equation (14) (BIE) with C = 1 can be used to compute the
acoustic field h(x) at any point, x, by the knowledge of h(xSURF) and
∂h(xSURF)
∂n on a surface
SURF that is encompassing the noise source, q. In absence of any other source point, a











where the term h(xSURF, xq) and its derivative correspond to the acoustic solution at the
inlet and outlet of the engine as provided by the engine noise model of Section 3.1.4.
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3.2.2. Scattering Model
The scattering problem through the BIE (14) is solved by assuming the coefficient
C = 1/2, and solving the problem on the surface body, S. According to the collocation
approach, the Equation (14) reads
1
2












where the unknowns terms are the function h(xs) and its derivative, while the incident
noise field, hinc, is the known term computed with Equation (15).
The discretization of the above equation leads to a system of N algebraic equations
with 2N unknowns, where N is the number of elements that can be solved introducing
N boundary condition equations expressed as a linear relation between h and ∂h∂n . A




(x, xq) + β(x)h(x, xq) = γ(x) (17)
In the case of a soft and vibrating wall in absence of mean flow, the boundary condition





p + ikρcVn (18)
where Z is the acoustic impedance and Vn is the vibrating wall normal velocity. Once the
inverse problem is solved, the total acoustic field is computed with the BIE (14), assuming
C = 1. The collocation approach here discussed has been implemented in CIRA code [22]
where the stability of the algebraic system is ensured with the CHIEF algorithm [25],
consisting in adding a set of M points internal to the scattering bodies, in which the sought
function is null. It leads to a system of 2N + M equations with 2N unknowns that needs to
be solved with a least-square technique. The internal points are collocated with a stochastic
procedure within the scattering body [26] and a robust Oct-tree algorithm [24]. In order
to reduce the computational and memory cost of the dense-matrix related to the BEM
approach, an Adaptive black-box Fast Multipole Method with Chebyshev polynomial
interpolation (AbbFMM) has been implemented [24].
3.2.3. Ground Propagation Noise Model
ACO-ENV is an ENVironmental ACOustic tool developed by CIRA’s department of
computational acoustics that allows analyzing the environmental acoustic impact of novel
configurations once their acoustic behavior is characterized at source level.
The code, based on the Quasi-Static Acoustic approach [27,28], considers an acoustic
database (ADB) as input and propagates the acoustic field on the ground through a ray
tracing technique. The ADB is made up of far-field acoustic hemispheres, computed by
the above-mentioned propagation model, able to reproduce the acoustic source in terms of
three-dimensional directivity pattern and covering the whole trimming conditions needed
during the flight trajectory. The code also accounts for sound propagation in compliance
with UNI-ISO 9613-2:2006, atmospheric absorption according to SAE ARP866B [29], several
acoustic metrics (e.g., Sound Exposure Level, LAmax, and EPNL) and it is also able to
compute multiple events analyses.
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The code needs of the following input:
• Ambient conditions.
• Segmentation of the aircraft flight trajectory in terms of global cartesian coordinates
of the center, velocity, and flight path angle.
• Acoustic database of hemispheres covering the trajectory conditions in terms of
velocity and flight path angle and reporting the Sound Pressure Level (SPL) in narrow-
or third-octave bands.
• A carpet of observation points for the acoustic footprint generation.
For each flight segment in terms of velocity and flight path, the corresponding source
hemisphere is carried out by a bilinear interpolation over the acoustic database. The
selected hemisphere is moved to the aircraft center position and a ray is projected to
connect each observation point with the hemisphere center. The intersection of the ray
with the hemisphere allows selecting the discretized hemisphere panel that includes the
intersection point, as shown in Figure 5. The SPL values for each narrow or third-octave
band are interpolated from the panel nodes, through an Inverse-distance interpolation
algorithm, and propagated according to UNI-ISO 9613-2:2006 and SAE ARP866B.
Figure 5. ACO-ENV approach for ray tracing Sound Pressure Level propagation.
The integration over the whole frequency spectrum provides the Overall Sound
Pressure Level (OASPL) for each carpet microphone. The process is iterated for each
trajectory segment providing, for each microphone, the time history of SPL values and of
the (OASPL) in A-weighted scale is used to finally compute the acoustic metrics.
In this work, the Sound Exposure Level (SEL) and the Single Event Level (LAeq, T) in
the period T is finally computed for each microphone as









where T is the event duration time, dti is the acoustic observation period of the trajectory
segment i, N are the number of observation periods that corresponds to the trajectory
segments, and T0 is a reference time of 1 s. A sketch of the method is available in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Sound Exposure Level (SEL) calculation procedure from the Overall Sound Pressure Level
(OASPL) time history.
4. Aeroacoustic Results
The RSI noise of the single-aisle turboelectric aircraft with aft boundary layer propulsor
(Figure 1) has been hereafter assessed. The aircraft and engine aerodynamic conditions are
in Table 1, while the main engine frequencies analyzed were 1333 Hz, 2000 Hz, 2666 Hz,
and 3333 Hz corresponding to the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th blade passage frequency (BPF).
First, the RSI noise has been computed with the procedure of Section 3.1 by modeling
the engine fan stage and, then, by propagating the in-duct acoustic field at the inlet and
outlet of the engine nacelle. A proper design of the fan-stage has been also performed to
account for the BL ingested by the engine.
Second, the external free- and scattered field has been computed with the BEM ap-
proach of Section 3.2. A representative part of the scattering body (Figure 1), encompassing
the vertical tail, the horizontal tail, and the engine nacelle, has been considered. This
fuselage portion of around 10 m was considered sufficient to capture the main installation
effects by, meanwhile, preserving the computational cost.
Finally, the effect of the RSI noise under BLI was evaluated in terms of environ-
mental acoustic impact for a flyover trajectory, according to the procedure proposed by
international SAE regulations [30] and the model presented in Section 3.2.3.
4.1. Engine Noise Source Term
Figure 7a (left) illustrates the investigated geometry: the fan stage consists of a rotor
with 16 blades and a stator with 38 vanes. With a rotor tip radius of Rtip = 0.89 m and a
rotor hub radius of Rhub = 0.56 m, a hub-to-tip ratio η = 0.63 is achieved. For the noise
prediction, a symmetric flow in circumferential direction is assumed. The impact of the tail
fin structure, shown in Figure 1, is neglected. In this case, no tonal boundary layer rotor
interaction noise can be excited at the BPF and its harmonics. However, due to the different
noise mechanism, tonal RSI noise is still excited and altered depending on the presence or
absence of the inflow distortion. The investigated operating point of the propulsor is given
in Table 1. Note that this operating point is the design point of the fan stage.
Due to the circumferential symmetry of the geometry and flow conditions shown in
Figure 7a, a periodic boundary condition, completing the domain in azimuthal direction,
can be used for the CFD, and the computation of a single rotor-stator passage is sufficient
to represent the investigated problem. The resulting computational domain drastically
reduces the numerical costs and is exemplary illustrated in Figure 7b. The domain is
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discretized by approximately 4 mio. cells. Particular attention is paid to ensure that the
rotor wake region is meshed in high quality to adequately resolve the rotor wakes causing
the RSI noise mechanism. In addition, a non-dimensional wall distance of y+ < 1 is
ensured everywhere at the rotor blade and stator vane wall. These walls are modeled as
viscid walls. Thus, a no wall-function is used to model the mean velocity gradient within
the blade and vane boundary layer. For simplicity, the tip and hub wall of the fan stage are
modeled by inviscid walls. In addition, the total temperature Tt and total pressure pt have
to be given at the inlet plane. The mass-flow is used as boundary condition at the outlet
plane. Finally, the rotor block group is assumed to move around the engine axis by the
given engine rotational speed Ω, while the stator block group is fixed. The turbulence is
modeled by the Menter SST 2003 k−ω model. A second-order Fromm scheme is used for
the spatial solution of the equations. The time integration is performed by a second-order













Figure 7. Illustration of investigated Aft-Propulsor and CFD domain. (a) Exemplary shape of
the inflow distortion of Aft-Propulsor configuration. Source: [31], reproduced with permission.
(b) Exemplary illustration of single-passage computation domain for CFD. Source: [12], reproduced
with permission.
Figure 8a is an exemplary illustration of the inflow distortion entering the Aft-
Propulsor (blue) in comparison with the Clean inflow configuration (red). Note that
the boundary layer thickness δ99 slightly exceeds the tip radius [32,33]. Thus, a strong
inflow distortion of a boundary layer thickness exceeding 2.5 of the hub-to-tip gap at the
rotor is considered. Only the normalized mean velocity profile part of the unhatched region
is considered and entering the propulsor. Note that in both cases the same massflow, given
in Table 1, is ensured to maintain the operating point of the fan stage. As aforementioned,
the total pressure has to be defined at the inlet plane of the rotor block group. The radial
varying inflow distortion is defined by the total pressure distortion shown in Figure 8
and used as a radial resolved boundary condition for the CFD computation. The detailed
process of defining the boundary layer profile for the considered aircraft configuration is
given by Silberhorn et al. [32,33]. For the Clean configuration, the total pressure is assumed
to be constant for all radial positions.
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(a) (b)
Figure 8. Illustration and definition of used inflow distortion. (a) Exemplary shape of the inflow distortion and Clean
configuration. (b) Used total pressure distortion.
Results for the generated sound power levels (SWL) at the BPF and its higher har-
monics of tonal RSI noise are shown in Figure 9a. Due to a cut-off design for RSI noise of
the fan stage, the SWL for the BPF itself is zero. For the second to fifth BPF, both config-
urations show a decreasing trend of SWL for higher harmonics. For the second BPF, the
Clean configuration dominates the SWL. For the third to fifth BPF, the BLI configuration is
dominating the SWL. The reason for this alternation of SWL results from the alternation of
the rotor wakes as shown in Figure 9b. Note that the left hand side contour plots of the
mean velocity show the flow region close to the mixing plane for the BLI configuration and
the right hand side contour plots show the same region for the Clean configuration. For the
BLI configuration, the shape of the wakes is sharp, whereas a strong tip vortex region is
visible for the Clean configuration. Due to the altered wakes, the second harmonic is more
strongly excited for the Clean configuration compared to the BLI configuration. This does
not hold for the third to fifth harmonic and may be explained by the larger wake structures
responsible for the noise excitation. However, as the second harmonic is dominating the
overall sound power level (OAPWL) of all BPF harmonic tones, this trend is secondary. The
flow detachment in case of the Clean configuration results from the fact that the fan stage
was designed to account for the inflow distortion [31]. Thus, the assumption of a Clean
configuration results in an off-design operating condition showing a flow detachment at
the rotor blades.
(a) (b)
Figure 9. Results for generated tonal RSI noise and investigation of rotor wakes. (a) Sound power
level (SWL) of tonal RSI noise with and w/o inflow distortion. (b) Investigation of rotor wakes close
to the mixing plane with and w/o inflow distortion. Contour plots show the mean velocity.
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Finally, Figure 10 shows a result of the reconstruction of the real part of the sound
pressure field at the engines inlet and outlet plane for the 2nd BPF. The modal structure of
the sound pressure field for RSI noise, constituting by distinct modes (Tyler–Sofrin modes),
is clearly visible.
inlet outlet
Figure 10. Real part of complex pressure in [Pa] for tonal RSI noise at inlet (left) and outlet (right)
plane. 2nd BPF (1333.33 Hz). The modal structure of the sound field is clearly visible.
4.2. Direct Acoustic Fields
Using the engine noise boundary conditions as computed in Figure 10, the direct
acoustic field was evaluated on the surface of the aircraft portion and on a microphones
hemisphere. The hemisphere has a radius of 150 m with 64,800 nodes, and it is centered
into the engine geometrical center. The 10 m portion of the aircraft tail is discretized with
about 1 million of triangular elements corresponding to a maximum number of Points Per
Wavelenght of 14 for the frequency 1333 kHz. In Figure 11a, the aircraft portion is visible
with the engine inlet and outlet used as boundary condition. In Figure 11b, a particular of
the mesh size is reported, corresponding to the junction between the vertical tail and the
rear part of the fuselage (with red color the fuselage, green the vertical tail, and gray the
engine nacelle).
(a) Geometry with boundary conditions

(b) Mesh size
Figure 11. Aircraft portion geometry used in aeroacoustic simulation, with particular of the compu-
tational mesh grid.
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The engine noise boundary condition was computed for the case without boundary
layer ingestion, labeled as “Clean”, and for the case with engine boundary layer ingestion,
labeled as “BLI”. Note that the engine reference configuration was the boundary layer
ingestion case, for which the fan stage is properly designed accounting for the presence of
the inflow distortion. As a consequence, the Clean configuration results in an off-design
case, with a flow detachment at the rotor blades. This is highlighted in Figure 9, where it
is clearly visible that for the 2nd BPF the noise of BLI case is lower than Clean case. This
behavior did not emerge for the other harmonics; however, the contribution of the second
harmonic is prominent on the overall sound power level and drives the global noise results.
Sound Pressure Level (SPL) computed on the microphones hemisphere is shown in
Figures 12 and 13, respectively, for the 2nd and 5th BPF. Note that the engine boundary
layer ingestion case has a reduced noise level compared with the clean one at the 2nd BPF
whereas the opposite behavior appears at the 5th BPF. As already mentioned, the boundary
layer ingestion causes an alternation of the mean rotor wakes (in width and depth) that
lead to the alternations in tonal rotor–stator–wake interaction noise leading to a noise
reduction for the lowest frequency and to a noise increase for the higher ones.
(a) Clean (b) BLI
Figure 12. Comparison of direct acoustic field on hemisphere, between the cases without (a) and with (b) boundary layer
ingestion for the frequency 1333 Hz.
(a) Clean (b) BLI
Figure 13. Comparison of direct acoustic field on hemisphere, between the cases without (a) and with (b) boundary layer
ingestion for the frequency 3333 Hz.
A comprehensive comparison between the simulations with and without engine
boundary layer ingestion is shown in Figure 14. Looking at the directivity along the X-axis
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(longitudinal direction), similar trends for the cases with and without BLI emerge at all
frequencies. In particular, for both cases, the same shifting of the SPL levels emerge in
the downstream direction, due to the presence of a uniform mean-flow. Moreover, note
that the absolute values of the SPL levels decrease by increasing the frequency, even if this
behavior is more pronounced for the non-BLI case than the BLI one.
(a) Clean (b) BLI
Figure 14. Comparison of direct acoustic field between the cases without (a) and with (b) boundary
layer ingestion, along the Y axis.
4.3. Scattered Acoustic Fields
Once the direct acoustic fields on the observers and on the scattering body have been
computed, the scattered acoustic field can be computed according to the Equation (16). The
same acoustic mesh of the aircraft surface already illustrated in the previous paragraph and
in Figure 11 has been adopted. The computational analyses required a parallel computing
with 8217 GB of RAM and 107 cores for the highest frequency, that corresponds to a non-
dimensional wave number, kL, of around 610.6, where k is the wave number and L is the
characteristic dimension of the fuselage portion. This value was very close to the hardware
limit of CIRA computational cluster, therefore it was unable to compute the scattered noise
field for the 5th BPF.
In Figure 15, the comparison among the BEM scattered field (left side) and the free-
field (right side), computed on the microphones hemisphere, is reported in terms of SPL,
for the Clean case and at the 2nd BPF. In Figure 16, the same comparison is illustrated for
the BLI case. The comparisons show that the presence of the aircraft geometry modify the
noise directivity pattern, especially in the middle region of the hemisphere, thus increasing
the acoustic levels propagated under the engine.
For a better comparison among the two cases at all frequencies, the acoustic directivity
along X-axis, in terms of SPL, are reported in Figure 17. Free-field (label DIRECT) and
scattered field (label BEM), with (label BLI) and without (label CLEAN) engine boundary
layer ingestion, are presented in Figure 17. As already mentioned, the contribution of the
5th BPF at 3333 Hz has been neglected due to the computational effort, being higher than
the capability of the CPU cluster. However, a scattering effect similar to that observed in
the lower range of frequencies would be reasonably expected also at the highest one. For
all frequencies, the scattered noise field has higher sound pressure levels than the direct
field in the middle of the hemisphere. For the lowest frequency, the BLI case has lower
sound pressure levels than the clean one, while for the higher frequencies, an opposite
behavior appears as already highlighted at source level in the previous paragraph.
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Figure 15. Scattered noise (BEM, left) results for frequency 2000 Hz, Clean case, compared to Direct
noise field (right).
Figure 16. Scattered noise (BEM, left) results for frequency 2000 Hz, BLI case, compared to Direct
noise field (right).
(a) 1333 Hz (b) 2000 Hz
Figure 17. Cont.
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(c) 2666 Hz
Figure 17. Comparison of scattered (BEM) results for three frequencies, along X axis.
4.4. Acoustic Fields on the Ground
The acoustic impact at ground level for the two engine cases has been evaluated.
Following a standard approach [30], the time history of the Sound Pressure Level at selected
microphones on the runaway has been computed (Figure 18) for a flyover condition, as long
as the corresponding Sound Exposure Level (SEL) on the above-mentioned microphones
and on a microphones carpet at 600 m of altitude. No atmospheric absorption and no soil
reflection have been considered. The soil reflection contributes to increase the overall noise
level, however the objective of the current work is to compare the two engine configuration,
without considering the absolute noise value.
The ACO-ENV code presented in Section 3.2.3 uses as input noise field the scattered
results and direct acoustic results computed for the frequency 1333 kHz, 2000 kHz, and
2666 kHz, shown in the previous paragraph. Starting from those solutions, the code is able
to evaluate the time history of SPL and OASPL values in selected points.
Figure 18. Flyover and measurement in three aligned points.
In Figure 19a, a comparison in terms of overall SPL time history is reported at the three
microphones positions. Free- (label DIRECT) and scattered field (label BEM) have been
compared for the BLI case (label BLI) and the clean one (label CLEAN). Referring to the
central microphone, the installation effect is more evident than on the lateral microphones.
The two lateral microphones show a slightly asymmetric behavior, though their position
and the acoustic field are symmetrical with respect to the median vertical plane. This is
due the absence of a symmetric boundary condition in the BEM calculation and due to
the use of an unstructured mesh that is asymmetric with respect to the median vertical
plane considered.
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(a) Microphone 1 (b) Microphone 2
(c) Microphone 3
Figure 19. SPL time history on three locations on the runaway.
SEL for a single flyover event is finally reported at the three microphones positions in
Figure 20, where the solid lines represent the results including the scattering effect and the
dashed lines the direct counterpart. The difference in terms of SEL levels is clearly visible
showing lower levels for the BLI case. However, this beneficial effect of the BLI case is
reduced at ground level by the engine–aircraft installation. As already pointed out, the
beneficial of the BLI case derives from the fact that the acoustic reference design point of
the fan stage was considered by including the effect of the boundary layer ingestion.
Sound Exposure Levels have been also computed for a microphones carpet at an
altitude of 600 m. In Figures 21 and 22, the SEL carpet is shown, respectively, for the CLEAN
case and BLI one. On the left side, results without installation effects are reported, while, on
the right side, the corresponding ones with the acoustic installation effect. Comparing SEL
carpets, the same conclusion of Figure 20 are deduced. For both free-field and scattering
propagation, SEL carpet has lower values for BLI case than the one without BLI. Note
that the propulsor–airframe installation effects poorly contribute to modify the noise field
for the CLEAN case. This is due to the fact that the higher BPFs, that are the frequencies
mainly contributing to the scattering effects, have much lower levels than the lowest BPF,
as illustrated Figure 14. This behavior reflects in a small modification of the SEL carpet for
the CLEAN case. For the BLI case, as shown on the right side of Figure 14, the highest BPFs
have higher SPL values comparable to the 2nd BPF. These highest frequencies, being more
affected by the scattering phenomena, contribute much more to the overall acoustic noise.
As a consequence, the engine–aircraft installation effect partially degrades the benefit
gained at source level by the BLI case.
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Figure 20. SEL for a single flyover for the three microphones.
(a) Direct (b) Scattered
Figure 21. Comparison of Sound Exposure Level carpets. Clean case without acoustic installation
effects (a) and with installation effects (b).
(a) Direct (b) Scattered
Figure 22. Comparison of Sound Exposure Level carpets. BLI case without acoustic installation
effects (a) and with installation effects (b).
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5. Conclusions
As environmental sustainability is a key problem for the air transport, electric propul-
sion is giving promising answers to improve the aircraft efficiency. The opportunity of
distributing the electric engines power on the aircraft leads to explore unconventional
aircraft configurations as those involving engines partially embedded in the fuselage (BLI).
Even though engine Boundary Layer Ingestion is a promising solution to reduce the aerody-
namic drag, it causes a nonuniformity in the axial fan inflow, with aeroacoustic drawbacks.
Using a mid-fidelity comprehensive Computational Aeroacoustics approach, the tonal
Rotor–Stator Interaction noise problem was investigated with and without boundary layer
ingestion. An engine noise source model was fed with a CFD solution of the fan stage and
the in-duct acoustic field was computed. The fan stage was properly designed through the
CFD approach to account for the inflow distortion, leading to a RSI under BLI with a lower
2nd BPF and greater higher BPFs. As the 2nd BPF dominates the overall sound power,
RSI under BLI was less noisy than the clean one. The acoustic solution at the engine inlet
and outlet was used as boundary condition of an Integral Boundary Element approach.
The far-field propagation was computed on a microphones hemisphere surrounding the
aircraft configuration including the acoustic masking effects due to the engine–fuselage
installation. The generated hemispheres, representing the acoustic map of RSI with and
without BLI and the fuselage masking effects, were exploited for a final assessment at
ground level in terms of Sound Exposure Level. The environmental acoustic analyses
confirmed the BLI overall noise levels are lower than the Clean one thanks to the proper
design of the fan stage. However the effect of the engine–fuselage installation degraded the
BLI benefit due to the reflection effects that play a major role at higher frequencies at which
BLI is noisier than clean one. This result confirms the importance of properly designing
the engine–fuselage integration taking into account also the masking effects in the early
aircraft design stage for an effective noise reduction at ground level.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
2D Two-Dimensional
3D Three-Dimensional
BEM Boundary Element Method
BLI Boundary Layer Ingestion
BPF Blade Passing Frequency
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
FMM Fast Multipole Method
OAPWL Overall sound power level
OASPL Overall Sound Pressure Level
SWL Sound Power Level
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